
 

THE LAST DAYS OF PARAMOUNT WIRE & HARNESS  
 
 Let My people go that they may worship Me in the wilderness. 
 
 
Most days it’s all or nothing, isn’t it? Our lottery tickets come in big,  
or else we’re hurling thumbtacks at battalions of bayoneted steel.  
Either way, it’s beyond our control. Either way, the next morning  
promises a doozy of a hangover –  
 
a potent mixture of relief and the vertigo caused by a sudden shift  
in perspective. I tell you this by way of introduction to the events  
that took place in 1983 outside the offices of Paramount Wire & Harness,  
family-owned business and wannabe sweatshop.  
 
It was the third week of January, well into a season of blighted hope.  
The trees – maples and a solitary pin oak – sit heavy with winter’s  
burden. We too are brought low by weeks of gray mush.  
 
You can imagine our shock when, the weekend only a punch-card  
away & our mixed multitude up to its collective neck in galvanized wire,  
the boss gives notice he’s closing up shop. Moving south.  
 
Heading to Florida, a sun-kissed dream we can appreciate – hell,  
have even dreamt ourselves. Thus are we hijacked& liberated, brought  
nose to nose with our imminent freedom.  
 
At shift’s end, we gather in the parking lot, as the vaguely miserable  
do everywhere, for our nightly ritual of gossip & Marlboros. Unlike  
evenings past, filled with bold complaints about giant roaches & bad air,  
our lousy paychecks and goddamn blight of a supervisor, this evening  
we are silent.  
 
We’re shuffling our feet, cast out & cut loose, when Mabel –  
whose three decades of hand-to-mouth humbles even the cockiest  
of us youngsters – spits out it’s too blankety blank blank quiet  
around here, leaving us staring fools as she takes off down the block.  
 
In felt hat and matching green loafers, she marches right up to –  
then through – her front door and back out again in a heartbeat,  
grandsons in tow and a whole brass section to boot.  
 
Frying pans & mixing bowls, silver-plated cutlery and assorted  
cheap spoons drop into our astonished hands. Manny bangs out  
a mambo you can hear halfway across the frozen city, while Carole  
pirouettes a perfect waltz, flush with desire for her cake-tin lover.  
 
Iron skillets become tambourines, accordions, high-octane tympanis.  
We warm up to a bouncy polka, slide into a silky rhapsody, serenade  
our boss and the neighborhood dogs with tales of unemployment  
checks & golden palm trees, our feet keeping time, our voices released  
from inaction, by now the moon so high and bright we thought  
we’d all get burned.  



 

Damned if I can tell you why some days are different, how they transform  
themselves into all and nothing both. All I know is what we allowed ourselves  
that night – to fling ourselves into the your-guess-is-as-good-as-mine,  
to leave until tomorrow what only tomorrow can bring. 
 


